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Pre-fixed points of polynomial functions in lattices 

Marcel Erne and Dietmar Schweigert 

An element c of an ordered set Pis called a lower, respectively , upper pre-ftxed point 
of a function f: P-P if c sf(c), respectively, f(c) :$ c . Of course , a least element 0 is 
always a lower pre-fixed point, and a greatest element J is always an upper pre- fixed point. 

LEMMA 1. If every order-preserving selfmap of an ordered set P has an upper 

pre-ftxed point then each well-ordered subset has an upper bound, and consequently , 
each element of P is dominated by a maximal one. 

lndeed, if iv is a well-ordered chain in P without upper bounds then the map f: P - P with 

f(x) =min {y ElV: y .$ x} 

is order-preserving but has no upper pre-fixed point. 

COROLLARY 1. A lattice L has a greatest (least) element iff each order-preserving 
selfmap of L has a lower (upper) pre-ftxed point. 

Recall that a lattice is order-polynomially complete i~f each order-preserving selfmap 
of L is a polynomial function. Up to now, only finite examples of such lattices are 
known (cf. [ S] ). Recently, H. K. Kaiser and N. Sauer [ 4 J have established a few 
nec:essary conditions for a lattice to be order-polynomially complete; the main result 
was that such a lattice must be bounded and cannot be countably infinite. The crucial 
step is to show that every polynomial function of a lattice has upper and lower 
pre-ftxed points. Below, we give a few succinct arguments for these facts . 

To each polynomial function p of a lattice L, we assign a certain lattice element cp by 
induction on the word representation of p: if p is the identity function, i.e . p( x) = x, 

take for cP an arbitrary element of L; if p is a constant c, set cp= c; if p = q v r, put 
cp= Cq ver; and finally, if p = q Ar, put cp= cq . Then a straightforword induction yields 

LEMMA 2. For any polynomial function p of a lattice L. cP :$ c implies p(c) :$ c . In 
particular, p has an upper and, by duality, a lower pre-jixed point. 

This together with Corollary 1 immediately gives 

COROLLARY 2. Any order-polynomially complete lattice is bounded. 

Lemma 2 raises the question whether every polynomial function of a lattice has a 

fixed point. For !arge classes of lattices, the answer is affirmative, because under 
rather mild conditions, the existence of a lower pre-fixed point already ensures a 
fixed point; for example, this is the case if each ascending sequence (an) has a 
supremum and f preserves these suprema: 

/(Van)= V/( an). 

lndeed, if C S f( c) then the sequence ( r< c)) is ascending and its Supremum is the smallest 
fixed point of f above c (cf. [l, 4.5]). Now call a lattice L w-chain continuous if 

each ascending sequence (an) in L has a supremum and satisfies the equation 

( *) V {an: n E w} A b = V {an Ab : n E w} for all b E L. 
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Since in an w-chain continuous lattice every polynomial function preserves suprema of 
ascending sequences, we conclude: 

LEMMA 3. In a bounded w-chain continuous lattice. every polynomial function has 
a fixed point. 

R. Freese [3] has given an example of a fixed-point free polynomial in the free lattice with 

three generators. This is quite remarkable with regard to Lemma 3, because the above 

equation ( *) holds in a free lattice whenever the involved sequence (an) has a supremum. 

Combining Lemma 3 and Corollary 2 with the known fact that a lattice is complete if 

and only if each order-preserving selfmap has a fixed point (cf. [2] ), we arrive at 

COROLLARY 3. Any order-polynomially complete w-chain continuous lattice is complete. 

However, it remains open whether order-polynomial completeness alone implies lattice
theoretical completeness (or even finiteness). 

By a forest of an ordered set, we mean a subset whose principal ideals are well-ordered. 
Notice that every subset of a forest is again a forest. In a bounded ordered set P, each 
forest F gives rise to an order-preserving function f defined by 

f( x) =min {y E F u ( 1}: x S y} 

if this minimum exists, and f( x) = 0 in all other cases. Clearly, the range of f is 
Fu(l} or Fu(0,1}. Thus we have: 

LEMMA 4. If a bounded ordered set contains an infinite forest of cardinality <X then 
it admits at least 2a. order-preserving functions. 

Since an infinite lattice of cardinality <X has <X polynomial functions, Lemma 4 amounts to 

COROLLARY 4. An infinite order-polynomially complete lattice cannot contain any forest 
of the same cardinality. 

In particular, this shows that an order-polynomially complete lattice cannot be countably 
infinite, because any such lattice contains either an infinite antichain or an infinite ascending 

or descending chain, in any case, an infinite forest or dual forest. 
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